Stop the tightening of asylum laws!
No detention pending deportation! No entry bans!
Demonstration against tightening of asylum laws
Thursday, 16.04.2014 , 18.00
Start: Odeonplatz, Munich

This demonstration is part of a germanwide action week against tightening of asylum laws from
10th to 18th April (more information on: http://www.asylrechtsverschaerfung-stoppen.de/)
We are alarmed of the hipocracy of politicians, who claim to dissociate themselves from the socalled Pegida-Movement, while at the same time, the government enforces the severest tightening
of asylum law since the 1990's. While Bagida, the munich group of the racist pegida-movement,
continues to spread agitation against refugees and migrants every monday, the Grand Coalition
silently works on a law, which is just in the interest of this racist mob. We won't accept this! An
antiracist movement has to mean no only resistance against Pegida, but also against the racism in
every-day life and in the laws.
The final reading of this law („Gesetz zur Neubestimmung des Bleiberechts und der
Aufenthaltsbeendigung“), which is the temporary peak of a number of legal tightenings, will take
place on the 8th of May in the German parliament.
The obvious aim of the law is to facilitate the deportation of people – by imprisoning them
beforehand. A big part of the refugees arriving in Germany is affected by these new and broad
stated reasons for detention pending deportation. Refugees entering Germany via another EUmember state, before there asylum process is finished there, are especially endangered. They are
threatened by instant imprisonment on arrival. The expanded entry- and residence bans are thought
specifically to prevent people from the so-called “safe” states of origin from reentering Germany.
The name of the law refers to the few improvements that come with the law, for example a right to
permanent residence under certain circumstances. Those concessions, however, do not justify the
enforcement of imprisonment, repression and deportations! Quite the contrary, the concessions
concerning residence on the one hand and the enforcement of imprisonment on the other are
designed to weaken the protest against the inhuman asylum law, while, in the future, refugees on
their way to Germany will be persecuted rigorously and their chances for a stay in Germany will be
destroyed.
We won't tolerate this! As part of a nation-wide action-week we will bring our protest against this
law on to the streets on Thursday, April 16th. We demonstrate resolute against such tightenings of
the asylum law and for the rights of refugees!
More information:

www.migrationsgesetze.info
www.karawane-muenchen.org
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